Advanced Creative Writing

Textbooks

Textbook Title: A Poetry Handbook
Author: Mary Oliver
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1994)
ISBN: 9780156724005

Textbook Title: Bird by Bird
Author: Anne Lamont
Publisher: Anchor Books
ISBN: 9780385480017

Textbook Title: Refuse to Be Done: How to Write and Rewrite a Novel in Three Drafts
Author: Matt Bell
Publisher: Soho Press (2022-03-08)
ISBN: 9781641293419

Textbook Title: Steering the Craft: A Twenty-first Century Guide to Sailing the Sea of Story
Author: Ursula K. Le Guin
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2015)
ISBN: 97805444611610

Advanced Photography

Textbooks

Textbook Title: A History of Photography: From 1839 to the Present
Author: William Johnson, Mark Rice, Carla Williams, Therese Mulligan, David Wooters
Publisher: Taschen (2012)
ISBN: 3836540991

Advanced Quantitative Reasoning/Geometry

Additional Resources

Title: Advanced Quantitative Reasoning & Geometry
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application
Algebra & Geometry I

Websites

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math

Additional Resources

Title: Algebra and Geometry 1
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application

Title: SPORK Algebra and Geometry 1
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application

Algebra and Geometry II

Additional Resources

Title: Algebra and Geometry B
Author: SPORK LLC
Source Type: Software/Application
Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Gardner's Art through the Ages: A Global History**
Author: Fred S. Kleiner  
Publisher: Cengage Learning (2018-12-17)  

**Textbook Title: Los días al revés**
Author: Pep Carrió  
Publisher: La Fábrica (2012)  
ISBN: 978-8415691006

**Textbook Title: Painting as a language: material, technique, form, content**
Author: Jean Robertson, Craig McDaniel.  
Publisher: Harcourt College Publishers (2000)  
ISBN: 978-0155056008

**Textbook Title: The Drawing Mind: Silence Your Inner Critic and Release Your Creative Spirit**
Author: Deborah Putnoi  
Publisher: Shambhala Publications (2012-04-03)  
ISBN: 978-1-59030-943-8

**Textbook Title: The Secret Lives of Color**
Author: Kassia St. Clair  
Publisher: Penguin (2017-10-24)  
ISBN: 978-0143131144

**Textbook Title: The Sketchbook Project World Tour**
Author: Steven Peterman, Sara Elands Peterman  
Publisher: Princeton Architectural Press (2015-05-05)  
ISBN: 978-1616891688
## AP 3-D Art & Design

### Textbooks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art synectics</strong></td>
<td>by Nicholas Roukes</td>
<td>Davis Publications (1984)</td>
<td>9780871921512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drawing: Space, Form, and Expression</strong></td>
<td>Wayne Enstice, Melody Peters</td>
<td>Prentice Hall (April 2, 2003)</td>
<td>9780130981134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gardner's Art through the Ages: A Global History</strong></td>
<td>Fred S. Kleiner</td>
<td>Cengage Learning (2018-12-17)</td>
<td>978-1-337-63070-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Los días al revés</strong></td>
<td>Pep Carrió</td>
<td>La Fábrica (2012)</td>
<td>978-8415691006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sketchbook Project World Tour</strong></td>
<td>Steven Peterman, Sara Elands Peterman</td>
<td>Princeton Architectural Press (2015-05-05)</td>
<td>1616891688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The art of drawing.</strong></td>
<td>Bernard Chaet</td>
<td>Holt, Rinehart and Winston (1970)</td>
<td>9780030771255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Websites


AP Biology

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Biology: A Global Approach
Author: Neil A. Campbell, Jane B. Reece, Lisa A.. Urry, Michael Lee Cain, Steven A. Wasserman, Peter V. Minorsky, Robert B. Jackson
Publisher: Pearson Education Limited (2014)

AP Calculus AB

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Calculus for AP®
Author: Larson
Publisher: Brooks/Cole (2020)
ISBN: 0357431944

Textbook Title: Saxon Calculus with Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry
Author: John H Saxon and Frank Y H Wang
Publisher: Saxon Publishers

AP Calculus BC

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Saxon Calculus with Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry
Author: John H Saxon and Frank Y H Wang
Publisher: Saxon Publishers

AP Chemistry

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Chemistry: A Molecular Approach
Author: Nivaldo J. Tro
Publisher: Pearson (2016)
ISBN: 0134429036

Textbook Title: Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound Duplicate Pages
Author: McNeil Publishers Hayden
ISBN: 978-1930882744
AP Chinese Language and Culture

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Integrated Chinese
Author: Yuehua Liu
Publisher: Cheng&Tsui
ISBN: 978-0887276804

AP Comparative Government & Politics

Videos

Video name: Nigerian Oil and the Disappearing Money
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnqLPSCWads

Video name: One Child Nation
Source Type: Internet

Video name: The Economist Content on Core 6 Countries
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.economist.com/

Video name: Vice Content on Core 6 countries
Source Type: Other
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@VICE

Video name: Vox Content on Core 6 Countries
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@Vox
AP Computer Science A

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Java Concepts for AP Computer Science**
Author: Cay S. Horstmann
Publisher: Wiley (2007-07-24)
ISBN: 9780470181607

Websites

- Site name: CollegeBoard AP Computer Science A Home Page
  URL: [https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-computer-science-a](https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-computer-science-a)

- Site name: AP CSA Java Course
  URL: [https://course.csawesome.org/](https://course.csawesome.org/)

- Site name: Fiveable AP Computer Science A Review
  URL: [https://library.fiveable.me/ap-comp-sci-a](https://library.fiveable.me/ap-comp-sci-a)

- Site name: AP Classroom
  URL: [https://myap.collegeboard.org](https://myap.collegeboard.org)

- Site name: Repl.it
  URL: [https://replit.com/](https://replit.com/)

AP English Language & Composition

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: The Elements of Style: The Original Edition**
Author: William Strunk Jr
Publisher: CreateSpace (1972)
ISBN: 978-0205309023
Textbooks

**Textbook Title: MLA Handbook 9th Edition**
Author: The Modern Language Association of America
Publisher: Modern Language Association (MLA) (Apr 22, 2021)
ISBN: 978-1603293518

**Textbook Title: Norton Anthology of Poetry**
Author: Margaret Ferguson
ISBN: 978-0393679021

**Textbook Title: The Bedford introduction to literature: reading, thinking, writing**
Author: [edited by] Michael Meyer
Publisher: Bedford/St.Martins (2011)
ISBN: 978-0312601010

**Textbook Title: The Complete Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway**
Author: Ernest Hemingway
Publisher: Tandem Library (August 1998)
ISBN: 978-1417660513

**Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of American Literature**
Author: Robert S. Levine, Sandra M. Gustafson
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jul 01, 2022)
ISBN: 978-0393884432

**Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of English Literature**
Author: M. H. Abrams, Alfred David, E. Talbot Donaldson, Stephen Greenblatt, Greenblatt, Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, George M. Logan, Katharine Eisaman Maus
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jun 11, 2018)
ISBN: 978-0393603125

**Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism**
Author: Vincent B. Leitch, William E. Cain, Laurie A. Finke, John McGowan, T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, Jeffrey J. Williams
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jun 11, 2018)
ISBN: 978-0393602951

**Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of World Literature**
Author: Martin Puchner, Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Wiebke Denecke, Barbara Fuchs, Caroline Levine, Pericles Lewis, Emily Wilson
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jun 11, 2018)
ISBN: 978-0393265903

**Textbook Title: The Norton anthology of English literature**
Author: Stephen Greenblatt, general editor, M.H. Abrams, founding editor
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (2018)
ISBN: 978-0393603071
Websites

Site name: Online Books Page, UPenn
URL: http://digital.library.upenn.edu/books/

Site name: American literature
URL: http://www.americanliterature.com/ARCHIVES/ARCHIVES.HTML

Site name: Classic Bookshelf
URL: http://www.classicbookshelf.com/library/

Site name: Dartmouth
URL: http://www.dartmouth.edu

Site name: Modern American Poetry
URL: http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/frost/frost.htm

Site name: The eText Archive
URL: http://www.etext.org/index.shtml

Site name: Edith Wharton Society
URL: http://www.gonzaga.edu/faculty/campbell/wharton/index.html

Site name: Project Gutenberg
URL: http://www.gutenberg.org

Site name: Native American Authors Project
URL: http://www.ipl.org/cgi/ref/native/browse.pl/A1

Site name: Irish Literature Texts
URL: http://www.ireland-information.com/irishliterature.htm#free

Site name: American Treasures of the Library of Congress
URL: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/

Site name: American Author, Poet & Philosopher
URL: http://www.lucidcafe.com/library/96may/emerson.html

Site name: Nobel Prize
URL: http://www.nobelprize.org/

Site name: The Vietnam in Me

Site name: The American Novel
URL: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americannovel/timeline/naturalism.html

Site name: Poetry Exhibits
URL: http://www.poets.org/poets/poets.cfm?prmID=205

Site name: The Museum of American Poetics
URL: http://www.poetspath.com/

Site name: The Postcolonial Web
URL: http://www.postcolonialweb.org/
Additional Resources

Title: Daisy Miller  
Author: Henry James  
Source Type: Other Resource  
ISBN: 978-0486287737  

Title: Death of a Salesman  
Author: Arthur Miller  
Source Type: Other Resource  
ISBN: 978-0140481341  

Title: King Lear  
Author: William Shakespeare  
Source Type: Other Resource  
ISBN: 978-0743484954  

Title: Medea  
Author: Euripides  
Source Type: Other Resource  
ISBN: 978-1416592259  

Title: The Importance of Being Earnest  
Author: Oscar Wilde
AP European History

Textbooks

Textbook Title: A History of Western Society Since 1300, Advanced Placement
Author: John P. McKay, Bennett D. Hill, John Buckler
Publisher: Bedford/Saint Martin's (2013-09-20)
ISBN: 978-1-4576-4221-0

Textbook Title: AP European History: An Essential Coursebook, 2nd edition
Author: Ethel Wood
Publisher: WoodYard Publications (Jun 19, 2015)
ISBN: 978-0-9895395-3-1

Textbook Title: Achiever. Exam Prep Guide for AP European History
Author: Christopher Freiler
Publisher: Sherpa Learning, 2021
ISBN: 978-1-948641-40-1

Textbook Title: Advanced Placement World History: Modern
Author: Editors
Publisher: AMSCO PUBN (2019-09)
ISBN: 978-1-5311-2916-3

Textbook Title: Crimes against humanity and civilization: the genocide of the Armenians.
Author: Facing History and Ourselves National Foundation

Textbook Title: Critical Thinking Using Primary Sources in World History
Author: Wendy S. Wilson, Gerald Herman
Publisher: Walch Publishing (2004)
ISBN: 978-0-8251-5009-8

Textbook Title: Fast Track to a 5. Preparing for the AP European History Examination
Author: Susie Gerard, Patti Harold, Richard VerWiebe, Pamela Wolfe
Publisher: Cengage Learning, 2016

Textbook Title: Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies
Author: Jared M. Diamond
Publisher: W.W. Norton & Company (1999)
ISBN: 978-0-3933-1755-8

Textbook Title: Historical Thinking Skills: A Workbook for European History
Author: John P. Irish
ISBN: 978-0-393-60246-3

Textbook Title: Historical Thinking Skills: A Workbook for World History
Author: John P. Irish, Barbara Ozuna
Textbook Title: Sources for Europe in the Modern World
Author: Jonathan S. Perry
Publisher: Oxford University Press (2016-12-16)

Textbook Title: Sources for Western Society, Since 1300
Author: John P. McKay, Clare Haru Crowston, Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, Joe Perry
Publisher: Bedford/St. Martin's (2013-09-20)
ISBN: 978-1-4576-1521-4

Textbook Title: The Annotated Mona Lisa, Third Edition: A Crash Course in Art History from Prehistoric to the Present
Author: Carol Strickland
Publisher: Andrews McMeel Publishing (2018-01-09)
ISBN: 978-1-4494-8213-8

Textbook Title: The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492, 30th Anniversary Edition
Author: Alfred W. Crosby
Publisher: Bloomsbury Academic (2003-04-30)
ISBN: 978-0-2759-8092-4

Textbook Title: The Mental Floss History of the World: An Irreverent Romp Through Civilization's Best Bits
Author: Erik Sass, Steve Wiegand, Editors of Mental Floss
Publisher: HarperCollins (2009-10-27)

Textbook Title: The Western Heritage Since 1300. Reading and Note Taking Study Guide
Author: Caroline Graumann-Boss
Publisher: Pearson, 2014

Textbook Title: The Western Heritage Since 1300. Visual Sources in Western Civilization
Author: Donald Kagan, Steven Ozment, Frank M. Turner
Publisher: Pearson, 2011

Textbook Title: The World Must Know: The History of the Holocaust as Told in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Author: Michael Berenbaum
Publisher: The Johns Hopkins University Press (December 9, 2005)

Textbook Title: The World in the 20th Century: A Thematic Approach
Author: Stephanie A. Hallock
Publisher: Pearson (2013)

Textbook Title: Western Civilization Vol. 2: Sources, Images, and Interpretations since 1660
Author: Dennis Sherman
Websites

Site name: Fordham University - Internet Modern History Sourcebook
URL: http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/modsbook.html

Videos

Video name: AP Euro Bit by Bit with Paul Sargent
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@PaulSargentMakesHistory

Video name: Biography
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@Biography

Video name: British Pathe: Historical Footage
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/BritishPathe

Video name: Crash Course European History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@crashcourse

Video name: Crash Course World History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@crashcourse

Video name: Extra History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/extracredits

Video name: Heimler's History. AP Euro Review
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@heimlershistory
Video name: History
Channel Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@HISTORY

Video name: School of Life Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@theschooloflifetv

Video name: Simple History Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/simplehistory

Video name: TedEd Source
Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDEducation

Video name: Timeline - World History Documentaries Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@TimelineChannel

Video name: Tom Richey. AP European History Review Videos Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@tomrichey/featured

AP Latin
ISBN: 978-0865164215
Title: Vergil’s Aeneid: Books I-VI
Author: Clyde Pharr.
ISBN: 978-0865167780
Title: Caesar: Selections from his Commentarii
Author: De Bello Gallico, Hans-Friedrich Mueller.

AP French Language & Culture

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: AP French Language and Culture Premium, 2023-2024: 3 Practice Tests + Comprehensive Review + Online Audio and Practice**
Author: Eliane Kurbegov, Edward Weiss
Publisher: Simon and Schuster (2022-07-05)
ISBN: 1506283934

**Textbook Title: Thèmes: AP® French language and culture**
Author: Geneviève Delfosse, Eliane Kurbegov, Parthena Draggett
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning (2016)

Websites

Site name: RFI: le journal en français facile
URL: [https://francaisfacile.rfi.fr/fr/podcasts/journal-en-fran%C3%A7ais-facile/](https://francaisfacile.rfi.fr/fr/podcasts/journal-en-fran%C3%A7ais-facile/)

Site name: AP classroom
URL: [https://www.collegeboard.org/](https://www.collegeboard.org/)
**AP Human Geography**

**Textbooks**

*Textbook Title: Advanced Placement Human Geography, 2nd Edition*
Author: David Palmer
Publisher: AMSCO PUBN (2021-03-21)
ISBN: 1663609667

**AP Microeconomics / AP Macroeconomics**

**Textbooks**

*Textbook Title: Krugman's Economics for AP*  
Author: Paul Krugman, David A. Anderson, Margaret Ray, Robin Wells  
Publisher: Macmillan Learning (2015-01-23)  
ISBN: 978-1-464-12218-7

*Textbook Title: Principles of Macroeconomics for AP® Courses 2e*  
Author: Steven A. Greenlaw, David Shapiro, Timothy Taylor  
Publisher: OpenStax (2017)  

*Textbook Title: Principles of Microeconomics 2e: For AP Courses*  
Author: Steven A. Greenlaw, David Shapiro, Timothy Taylor  
Publisher: OpenStax College, Rice University (2017)  
ISBN: 978-1-947172-45-6

**Websites**

Site name: Foundation for Economic Education  
URL: [https://fee.org/](https://fee.org/)

Site name: ACDC Econ  
URL: [https://www.acdcecon.com/](https://www.acdcecon.com/)

Site name: Liberty Fund Network  
URL: [https://www.econlib.org/](https://www.econlib.org/)

Site name: Free to Choose Network  
URL: [https://www.freetochoosenetwork.org/media/](https://www.freetochoosenetwork.org/media/)
AP Music Theory

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Music for Sight Singing
Author: Robert W. Ottman, Nancy Rogers
Publisher: Pearson (2013-01-02)
ISBN: 0205938337

Textbook Title: Tonal Harmony
Author: Stefan Kostka, Tonal Harmony, Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony, Byron Almén
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2017-02-13)
ISBN: 125944709X

Textbook Title: Workbook for Tonal Harmony
Author: Stefan Kostka, Tonal Harmony
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2017-03-01)
ISBN: 1259686760

AP Physics 1

Textbooks

Textbook Title: College Physics for the AP (R) Physics 1 & 2 Courses
Author: Gay Stewart, Roger Freedman, Todd Ruskell, Philip R. Kesten
Publisher: W. H. Freeman (2023-03-10)
ISBN: 9781319486211

Websites

Site name: CollegeBoard AP Physics 1 Home Page
URL: http://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-physics-1/course

Site name: Fiveable AP Physics 1 Review
URL: https://library.fiveable.me/ap-physics-1

Site name: AP Classroom
URL: https://myap.collegeboard.org

Site name: Khan Academy AP Physics 1
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-college-physics-1

AP Physics 2

Textbooks

Textbook Title: College Physics, 8th Edition
Author: Serway/Vuille
Publisher: Brooks/Cole
ISBN: 0 495 38693 6
AP Psychology

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Advanced Placement Psychology, 2nd Edition**
Author: Charles D. Schallhorn
Publisher: Perfection Learning Corporation (2020-03)
ISBN: 9781690386803

**Textbook Title: Updated Myers' Psychology for AP**
Author: David A Myers, C Nathan DeWall
Publisher: Macmillan Learning (2020-08-28)
ISBN: 978-1319362546

Websites

- Site name: Crash Course Psychology
  URL: [https://thecrashcourse.com/topic/psychology/](https://thecrashcourse.com/topic/psychology/)

- Site name: The Brain with David Eagleman
  URL: [https://www.pbs.org/show/brain-david-eagleman/](https://www.pbs.org/show/brain-david-eagleman/)

Additional Resources

**Title:** Pavlov's Dog: Fifty Experiments that Revolutionized Psychology
Author: Adam Hart-Davis
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-1-91282-766-4

AP Research

ISBN: 978-0226065663
Title: The craft of research (3rd ed.).
Authors: Booth, Wayne C., Colomb, Gregory G., & Williams, Joseph M.
Publisher: University of Chicago Press
ISBN: 978-0205961252

Title: Research methods, design, and analysis (11 ed.) Authors:
Christensen, Larry B., Johnson, Burke., & Turner, Lisa.
ISBN: 978-1446267790

Title: Introducing Research Methodology: A Beginner's Guide to Doing a Research Project Author:
Flick, Uwe
Publisher: Sage Publications

AP Seminar

- The Economist - [https://www.economist.com/](https://www.economist.com/)
- National Geographic - [https://www.nationalgeographic.com/](https://www.nationalgeographic.com/)
- USA Today – [www.usatoday.com](http://www.usatoday.com)
- Wired – [www.wired.com](http://www.wired.com)
AP Spanish Language and Culture

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Temas
Author: Jose Blanco
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 978-1-61857-222-6

AP Statistics

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Stats: Modeling the World
Author: David E. Bock, Paul F. Velleman, Richard D. De Veaux
Publisher: Addison-Wesley (2004)
ISBN: 0201737353
Textbooks

**Textbook Title: American Government: Stories of a Nation**
Author: Scott Abernathy; Karen Waples
Publisher: bedford, freeman& worth
ISBN: 9781319195366

Videos

Video name: Black Jeopardy with Tom Hanks
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Breaking Points
Source Type: Internet
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/@breakingpoints](https://www.youtube.com/@breakingpoints)

Video name: Heimler's History AP U.S. Gov Review Videos
Source Type: Internet
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/@heimlershistory](https://www.youtube.com/@heimlershistory)

Video name: Inside Obama's Presidency
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Irresistible
Source Type: DVD

Video name: Lincoln
Source Type: DVD

Video name: Mr. Beat Supreme Court Case Videos
Source Type: Internet
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/@iammrbeat](https://www.youtube.com/@iammrbeat)

Video name: Obama for America: Mitt Romney Ad
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Prager U
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Republican or Not
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Supreme Revenge
Source Type: Internet

Video name: The Daily Show
Source Type: Internet
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/@TheDailyShow](https://www.youtube.com/@TheDailyShow)

Video name: The West Wing
Source Type: DVD
Video name: Unity Song
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Vox Political Content
Source Type: Internet

AP U.S. History

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Fabric of a Nation: A Brief History with Skills and Sources
Author: Various
Publisher: Bedford, Freeman, & Worth
ISBN: 1319178170

Arithmetic B

Websites

Site name: TEDEd
URL: https://ed.ted.com/

Site name: Math Antics
URL: https://mathantics.com/

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/

Site name: Math Drills
URL: https://www.math-drills.com/

Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/

Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Browse?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIxPf-mLaqqAMVGq2tBh2eiAmoEAAYASAAEgJ7vD_BwE

Site name: YouTube
URL: https://www.youtube.com/

Additional Resources

Title: Arithmetic B
Author: SPORK LLC
Source Type: Software/Application

Title: Arithmetic B
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application
Art History & Practice: Music

Textbooks

Textbook Title: All For Strings Book 1: Violin
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil a Kjos Music Company (1989-06)
ISBN: 9780849732225

Textbook Title: All for Strings: Comprehensive String Method, String Bass
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos (1985)
ISBN: 0849732255

Textbook Title: All for Strings: Comprehensive String Method. Cello
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos (1985)
ISBN: 0849732247

Textbook Title: All for strings: comprehensive string method. Viola
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1985)
ISBN: 0849732239

Art History & Practice: Theatre

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Games for actors and non-actors
Author: Augusto Boal.
Publisher: Routledge (2002)
ISBN: 0415267080

Textbook Title: The Arden Shakespeare complete works
Author: edited by Richard Proudfoot, Ann Thompson and David Scott Kastan
Publisher: Methuen Drama (2011)
ISBN: 978-1-4081-5201-0

Textbook Title: Theatre for community, conflict & dialogue: the Hope is Vital training manual
Author: Michael Rohd.
Publisher: Heinemann (1998)
ISBN: 0325000026
Art History & Practice: Visual Arts

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Gardner's Art through the Ages: The Western Perspective, Volume II
Author: Fred S. Kleiner
Publisher: Cengage Learning (2013-01-01)
ISBN: 9781133954804

Websites

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-history

Art Studio 2D Drawing Techniques

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain: The Definitive, 4th Edition
Author: Betty Edwards
Publisher: Tarcher (2012)
ISBN: 978-1585429202

Biology 6

Textbooks

Author: Katy Allen
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin (2002)
ISBN: 0030647797

Websites

Site name: Ted Ed
URL: https://ed.ted.com/

Site name: GenerationGenius
URL: https://www.generationgenius.com
Biology 7

Textbooks

**Textbook Title:** Miller & Levine Biology  
Author: Kenneth Raymond Miller, Joseph S. Levine  
Publisher: Pearson (2010)  
ISBN: 9780133669510

Websites

Site name: CK12 Biology  
URL: [https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/](https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/)

Videos

Video name: Biomolecules (Older Video 2016)  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtmIvtei8hw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtmIvtei8hw)

Video name: Characteristics of Life  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQPXrV0GNA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQPXrV0GNA)

Video name: Experimental Design: Variables, Groups, and Random Assignment  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDWdJl_XT3k&t=1s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDWdJl_XT3k&t=1s)
Biology 8

Textbooks

**Textbook Title:** Miller & Levine Biology  
Author: Kenneth Raymond Miller, Joseph S. Levine  
Publisher: Pearson (2010)  
ISBN: 9780133669510

Videos

Video name: Biomolecules (Older Video 2016)  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YO244P1e9QM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YO244P1e9QM)

Video name: Cell Transport  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtmIvtei8hw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtmIvtei8hw)

Video name: Endosymbiotic Theory  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGnS-Xk0ZqU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGnS-Xk0ZqU)

Video name: Experimental Design: Variables, Groups, and Random Assignment  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDWdJl_XT3k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDWdJl_XT3k)

Video name: Introduction to Cells: The Grand Cell Tour  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IlzKri08kk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IlzKri08kk)

Video name: Prokaryotic vs. Eukaryotic Cells (Updated)  
Source Type: Internet  
URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pxujitlv8wc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pxujitlv8wc)
Textbooks

Textbook Title: *Agent-Based and Individual-Based Modeling: A Practical Introduction, Second Edition*
Author: Steven F. Railsback, Volker Grimm
Publisher: Princeton University Press (2019-03-26)
ISBN: 9780691190839

Textbook Title: *Complexity: A Guided Tour*
Author: Melanie Mitchell
Publisher: OUP USA (2011-11-24)
ISBN: 978-0199798100

Textbook Title: *Connected: The Surprising Power of Our Social Networks and How They Shape Our Lives*
Author: Nicholas A. Christakis, James H. Fowler
Publisher: Little, Brown (2009-09-28)
ISBN: 9780316036146

Textbook Title: *Game Theory, Alive*
Author: Anna R. Karlin, Yuval Peres
Publisher: American Mathematical Soc. (2017-04-27)
ISBN: 978-1470419820

Textbook Title: *Mathematical Models in Biology*
Author: Leah Edelstein-Keshet
Publisher: SIAM (1987-12-01)
ISBN: 978-0898715545

Textbook Title: *Natural Resource Economics: Notes and Problems*
Author: Jon M. Conrad, Colin Whitcomb Clark
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (1987-11-27)
ISBN: 978-0521337694

Textbook Title: *Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos: With Applications to Physics, Biology, Chemistry, and Engineering*
Author: Steven H. Strogatz
Publisher: Avalon Publishing (2014-07-29)
ISBN: 0813349109

Textbook Title: *Scale: The Universal Laws of Growth, Innovation, Sustainability, and the Pace of Life in Organisms, Cities, Economies, and Companies*
Author: Geoffrey B. West
Publisher: Penguin (2017)
ISBN: 978-1594205583

Textbook Title: *The tipping point: how little things can make a big difference*
Author: Malcolm Gladwell.
Publisher: Little, Brown (2000)
ISBN: 0-316-34662-4
**Capstone: Brain & Behavior**

**Websites**

- Site name: Sheep Brain Dissection

- Site name: Brain Facts
  URL:  [https://www.brainfacts.org/](https://www.brainfacts.org/)

- Site name: Build-a-Neuron

- Site name: The Brain With David Eagleman
  URL:  [https://www.pbs.org/show/brain-david-eagleman/](https://www.pbs.org/show/brain-david-eagleman/)

**Additional Resources**

- Title: Pavlov's Dog: Fifty Experiments that Revolutionized Psychology
  Author: Adam Hart-Davis
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 978-1-91282-766-4

- Title: Seven and a Half Lessons about the Brain
  Author: Lisa Feldman Barrett
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 978-0358645597

**Capstone: Chinese Literature & Culture**

**Textbooks**

- Textbook Title: Chaoyue (超越): Advancing in Chinese
  Author: Yea-Fen Chen
  Publisher: Columbia University Press
  ISBN: 9780231145299

**Capstone: French Culture & Literature**

**Textbooks**

- Textbook Title: La reine Margot
  Author: Alexandre Dumas
  Publisher: CLE International
  ISBN: 9782090317329

- Textbook Title: Notre-Dame de Paris
  Author: Alexandre Dumas
  Publisher: CLE International
  ISBN: 9782090317305
Capstone: History of Mathematics

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: A History of Mathematics**  
Author: Carl B. Boyer, Uta C. Merzbach  
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (2011-01-11)  
ISBN: 0470525487

**Textbook Title: History of Mathematics**  
Author: Victor Katz  
Publisher: Pearson India  
ISBN: 9353433002

**Textbook Title: Journey through Genius: The Great Theorems of Mathematics**  
Author: William Dunham  
Publisher: Penguin (1991-08-01)  
ISBN: 9780140147391

**Textbook Title: The History of Mathematics: An Introduction**  
Author: David Burton  
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2010-02-09)  
ISBN: 0073383155

**Textbook Title: Zero: The Biography of a Dangerous Idea**  
Author: Charles Seife  
Publisher: Penguin (2000-09-01)  
ISBN: 978-0140296471

Websites

URL: [http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk](http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk)
URL: [http://www.math.tamu.edu/~dallen/masters/hist_frame.htm](http://www.math.tamu.edu/~dallen/masters/hist_frame.htm)
URL: [http://www.phys.org](http://www.phys.org)
URL: [http://www.storyofmathematics.com/](http://www.storyofmathematics.com/)

Additional Resources

Title: Asian Contributions to Mathematic  
Author: Ramesh Gangolli  
Source Type: Other Resource
Capstone: Modern Physics

Websites

- Site name: Hyperphysics
  URL: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/HFrame.html

- Site name: Mechanical Universe
  URL: http://www.learner.org/resources/series42.html

- Site name: Physics.org
  URL: http://www.physics.org/
**Textbooks**

**Textbook Title: An Ideal Presence**  
Author: Eduardo Berti  
Publisher: Fern Books  
ISBN: 9781735297309

**Textbook Title: Illness as Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors**  
Author: Susan Sontag  
Publisher: Picador  
ISBN: 9780312420130

**Textbook Title: Narrative Medicine: Honoring the Stories of Medicine**  
Author: Rita Charon  
Publisher: Oxford University Press  
ISBN: 9780195340228

**Textbook Title: On Being Ill with Notes From Sick Rooms**  
Author: Virginia Woolf and Julia Stephen  
Publisher: Paris Press  
ISBN: 9781930464131

**Textbook Title: The Annotated Mrs. Dalloway**  
Author: Virginia Woolf, edited by Merve Emre  
Publisher: W. W. Norton and Company  
ISBN: 9781631496769

**Textbook Title: The Cancer Journals**  
Author: Audre Lorde  
Publisher: Penguin  
ISBN: 9780143135203

**Textbook Title: The Children Act**  
Author: Ian McEwan  
Publisher: Anchor Books  
ISBN: 9780010872871

**Textbook Title: The Death of Ivan Ilyich**  
Author: Leo Tolstoy  
Publisher: Bantam Classics  
ISBN: 9780553210354

**Textbook Title: The Hours**  
Author: Michael Cunningham  
Publisher: Picador USA  
ISBN: 9780312243029

**Textbook Title: The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks**  
Author: Rebecca Skloot  
Publisher: Crown  
ISBN: 9781400052189
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbook Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Principles and Practice of Narrative Medicine</td>
<td>Rita Charon, editor</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>9780199360192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sense of An Ending</td>
<td>Julian Barnes</td>
<td>Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher</td>
<td>9780307957122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down: A Hmong Child, Her American Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cultures</td>
<td>Anne Fadiman</td>
<td>Farrar, Straus and Giroux</td>
<td>9780374533403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Swimmers</td>
<td>Julie Otsuka</td>
<td>Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher</td>
<td>9780593321331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Virginia State Colony for Epileptics and Feebleminded: Poems</td>
<td>Molly McCully Brown</td>
<td>Persea Booka</td>
<td>9780892554782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W;t</td>
<td>Margaret Edson</td>
<td>Faber and Faber, Inc.</td>
<td>9780571198771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Videos</th>
<th>Source Type: DVD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>And the Band Played On</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikiru</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nosferatu</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashomon</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wit</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World War Z</td>
<td>DVD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Capstone: Organic Chemistry

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Organic Chemistry
Author: David R. Klein
Publisher: Wiley (2013-12-31)
ISBN: 978-1118452288

Textbook Title: Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: First Semester Topics
Author: David R. Klein
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (2016-05-02)
ISBN: 978-1119110668

Capstone: Rise & Fall of Roman Republic

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Fall of the Roman Republic
Author: Plutarch
Publisher: Penguin Classics
ISBN: 0140449345

Textbook Title: Livy: The Early History of Rome, Books I-V
Author: Livy
Publisher: Penguin Classics
ISBN: 0140448098

Textbook Title: The Makers of Rome: Nine Lives
Author: Plutarch
Publisher: Penguin Classics
ISBN: 0140441581

Websites

Site name: Internet Archive: Plutarch The Makers of Rome
URL: https://archive.org/details/makersofrome00plut/page/n5/mode/2up

Site name: Internet Archive: Plutarch The Fall of The Roman Republic
URL: https://archive.org/stream/FallOfTheRomanRepublicPlutarch.rOpt/Fall%20OfTheRomanRepublic%20Plutarch-r-opt_djvu.txt

Site name: Lacus Curtius Roman Texts
URL: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/home.html

Site name: Perseus Digital Library
Capstone: Shakespeare's Tragedies & Film

Videos

Video name: Haider
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Haider-Tabu/dp/B00QJYD8F0

Video name: Hamlet
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Hamlet-Kenneth-Branagh/dp/B000GT7XXW/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=YVMQ6G1Z3UZ1&keywords=Branagh+hamlet&qid=1690304428&s=movies-
tv&sprefix=branagh+hamle%2Cmovies-tv%2C155&sr=1-1

Video name: King Lear
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDOm18j4dE0&list=PLdaBPMTqPATcg8hO-xhtPSvzS7H1CvnA&index=10

Video name: Macbeth
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Macbeth-Patrick-Stewart/dp/B07TW2PY1/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=QJQH65TSG3U4&keywords=Macbeth+patrick+stewart&qid=1690304222&s=instant-video&sprefix=macbeth+patrick+stewar%2Caps%2C208&sr=8-1

Video name: Maqbool
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Maqbool-Irrfan-Khan/dp/B085RDTZV8/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=2RLTC0YAXHETL&keywords=maqbool&qid=1690304286&s=instant-video&sprefix=maqbool%2Cinstant-
video%2C170&sr=1-1

Video name: O
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Othello-Mekhi-Phifer/dp/B000JNQ1HO/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=EM868ZRHT9Z&keywords=O+movie&qid=1690305614&s=instant-video&sprefix=o+movie%2Cinstant-
video%2C156&sr=1-1

Video name: Omkara
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/OMKARA-English-subtitled-Ajay-Devgan/dp/B002KUEZ9K/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=1QRM1ZTPTNZAD&keywords=Omkara&qid=1690305776&s=instant-video&sprefix=omkara+%2Cinstant-
video%2C167&sr=1-1

Video name: Othello
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Othello-Willard-White/dp/B075DG8QFF/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=9N4FN3LH0P7Z&keywords=Othello+Nunn&qid=1690305693&s=instant-video&sprefix=othello+nunn%2Cinstant-
video%2C166&sr=1-1

Video name: Ran
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Ran-Tatsuya-Nakadi/dp/B08WCT427Z/ref=sr_1_1?
Video name: Scotland, PA
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Scotland-PA-James-LeGros/dp/B093B4H8X6/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1HI9UQ0DSQ6QR&keywords=Scotland%2C+PA&qid=1690304336&s=instant-video&sprefix=scotland%2C+pa%2Cinstant-video%2C162&sr=1-1

Video name: Throne of Blood
Source Type: DVD
URL: https://www.amazon.com/Throne-English-Subtitled-Toshiro-Mifune/dp/B00HUNNP2K/ref=sr_1_1?crid=6UH20JJVZ8J2&keywords=Throne+of+Blood&qid=1690305844&s=instant-video&sprefix=throne+of+blood%2Cinstant-video%2C164&sr=1-1

Additional Resources

Title: Hamlet
Author: William Shakespeare
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0743477123

Title: King Lear
Author: William Shakespeare
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0743482769

Title: Othello
Author: William Shakespeare
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0743477550

Title: The tragedy of Macbeth
Author: by William Shakespeare ; edited by Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0743477109

Capstone: Spanish Literature & Culture

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Intrigas: Advanced Spanish through Literature and Film
Author: James Courtrad, Kathryn Everly, Martin Gaspar
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 978-1617671036
Capstone: Studies in Film & Literature

Websites

Site name: “Introduction to Literary Theory” (OWL at Purdue)
URL: https://owl.purdue.edu/

Videos

Video name: A Ghost Story
Source Type: Internet

Video name: An Education
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Casablanca
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Crimson Peak
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Gaslight (1944)
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Get Out
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Parasite
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Psycho
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Rabbit-Proof Fence
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Rear Window
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Studio Binder Film Making Tutorials
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/ultimate-guide-to-camera-shots

Video name: The 400 Blows
Source Type: Internet

Video name: The Graduate
Source Type: Internet

Video name: The Shining
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Tsotsi
Source Type: Internet
Video name: Twilight Zone
Source Type: Internet

Video name: Vertigo
Source Type: Internet

Additional Resources

Title: “Confessions of a Shinagawa Monkey”
Author: Haruki Murakami
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Solstice”
Author: Anne Enright
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Birdsong”
Author: Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Cathedral”
Author: Raymond Carver
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Death Constant Beyond Love”
Author: Gabriel Garcia Marque
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Ecocriticism”
Author: Phillips
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Escape from New York”
Author: Zadie Smith
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Ghosts”
Author: Edwidge Dandicat
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “In Other Rooms, Other Wonders”
Author: Daniyal Mueenuddin
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Last Meal at Whole Foods”
Author: Said Sayrafiezadeh
Source Type: Other Resource

Title: “Lost in the Funhouse”
Author: John Barth
Source Type: Other Resource
Capstone: Topics in Biology

Websites

Site name: Jstor
URL: https://www.jstor.org/
Textbooks

Textbook Title: Interactions of Matter (Book L)
Author: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
Publisher: Harcourt
ISBN: 0-03-064799-1

Textbook Title: Introduction to Matter (Book K)
Author: Holt, Rinehart and Winston
Publisher: Harcourt
ISBN: 0-03-064797-5

Textbook Title: Physical Science
Author: Carson Dellosa
Publisher: Carson Dellosa

Textbook Title: Title: Interactions of Matter (Book L) ISBN:
Author: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
Publisher: Harcourt
ISBN: 0-03-064799-1

Textbook Title: Title: Introduction to Matter (Book K)
Author: Holt, Rinehart and Winston
Publisher: Harcourt
ISBN: 0-03-064797-5

Textbook Title: Title: Physical Science
Author: Carson Dellosa
Publisher: Carson Dellosa

Websites

Site name: TedEd
URL: https://ed.ted.com/

Site name: P Table
URL: https://ptable.com/?lang=en#Properties/Series

Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/

Site name: Professor Dave Explains (youtube)
URL: https://www.youtube.com/c/ProfessorDaveExplains

Site name: Tyler DeWitt (youtube)
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMKUqDgLUKA
Chemistry 7

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Chemistry Workbook**  
Author: Carson Dellosa  
Publisher: Carson Dellosa  
ISBN: 9781483817095

**Textbook Title: Living by Chemistry**  
Author: Stacy, Angelica  
Publisher: W.H. Freeman  
ISBN: 9781559539418

**Textbook Title: Chemistry Workbook**  
Author: Carson Dellosa  
Publisher: Carson Dellosa  
ISBN: 9781483817095

Websites

- **Site name:** Gizmo simulation platform  
  URL: https://apps.explorelarning.com/gizmos/

- **Site name:** TedEd  
  URL: https://ed.ted.com/educator?user_by_click=educator

- **Site name:** Newsela  
  URL: https://newsela.com/

- **Site name:** P Table  
  URL: https://ptable.com/?lang=en#Properties/Series

- **Site name:** Teachers Pay Teachers  
  URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/

- **Site name:** Melissa Maribel (Youtube Channel)  
  URL: https://www.youtube.com/@melissamaribel

- **Site name:** Tyler Dewitt (YouTube Channel)  
  URL: https://www.youtube.com/@tdewitt451

Chemistry 8

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Chemistry: Atoms First 2e**  
Author: Paul Flowers, Edward J. Neth, Klaus Hellmut Theopold, Richard Langley, William R. Robinson  
Publisher: OpenStax, Rice University  
ISBN: 1947172638
College Counseling

Websites

Site name: Coalition
URL: http://www.coalitionforcollegeaccess.org

Site name: UC Application
URL: https://apply.universityofcalifornia.edu/my-application/login

Site name: Naviance
URL: https://student.naviance.com/scottsdale

Site name: College Board
URL: https://www.collegeboard.org/

Site name: College Vine
URL: https://www.collegevine.com/

Site name: Common App
URL: https://www.commonapp.org
Creative Writing

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: 50 Great Short Stories**
Author: Milton Crane, Editor
Publisher: Bantam
ISBN: 97805532777456

**Textbook Title: A Poetry Handbook: A Prose Guide to Understanding and Writing Poetry**
Author: Mary Oliver
Publisher: Mariner
ISBN: 9780156724005

**Textbook Title: American Journal: Fifty Poems for Our Time**
Author: Tracy K. Smith, Editor
Publisher: Graywolf Press
ISBN: 9781555978150

**Textbook Title: Invisible Cities**
Author: Italo Calvino
Publisher: Harcourt, Inc.
ISBN: 9780156453806

**Textbook Title: Last Stop on Market Street**
Author: Matt de la Pena
Publisher: G. P. Putnam's Sons
ISBN: 9780399257742

**Textbook Title: Poetry Everywhere**
Author: Jack Collom and Sheryl Noethe
Publisher: T&W Books
ISBN: 9780915924691

**Textbook Title: Short-form Creative Writing: A Writer's Guide and Anthology**
Author: H.K. Hummel and Stephanie Lenox
Publisher: Bloomsbury Academic
ISBN: 9781350019881

**Textbook Title: Steering the Craft: A 21st-Century Guide to Sailing the Sea of Story**
Author: Ursula K. Le Guin
Publisher: Mariner
ISBN: 9780544611610

**Textbook Title: The Making of A Poem: A Norton Anthology of Poetic Forms**
Author: Mark Strand and Eavan Boland, Editors
Publisher: W.W. Norton
ISBN: 9780393321784
Economics

Websites

Site name: The Knowledge Problem
URL: https://knowledgeproblem.substack.com/

Site name: ACDC Econ
URL: https://www.acdcecon.com/

Site name: Economic Forces
URL: https://www.economicforces.xyz/

English 5

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Easy Grammar Plus Student Workbook
Author: Wanda C. Phillips
Publisher: Easy Grammar Systems (1999-05-03)
ISBN: 978-0936981147

Textbook Title: Shane
Author: Jack Schaefer
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2014-03-18)
ISBN: 978-0544239470

Textbook Title: Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots
Author: Elizabeth Osborne
Publisher: Prestwick House Inc (2003)
ISBN: 978-1580492003

Additional Resources

Title: Hidden Figures Young Readers' Edition
Author: Margot Lee Shetterly
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0062662378

Title: Shane
Author: Jack Schaefer
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0544239470

Title: The Giver
Author: Lois Lowry
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0544336261
English 6

Additional Resources

Title: Animal Farm
Author: George Orwell
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 9780451526342

Title: Code Talker: The First and Only Memoir By One of the Original Navajo Code Talkers of WWII
Author: Chester Nez, Judith Schiess Avila
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 0425247856

Title: The Outsiders
Author: S. E. Hinton
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 014240733X
English 7

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Fahrenheit 451
Author: Ray Bradbury
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
ISBN: 978-1451673319

Textbook Title: Farewell to Manzanar
Author: Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston
Publisher: Clarion Books
ISBN: 978-1328742117

Textbook Title: To Kill a Mockingbird
Author: Harper Lee
Publisher: Harper Perennial
ISBN: 978-0060935467

Additional Resources

Title: Fahrenheit 451
Author: Ray Bradbury
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 9781451673319

Title: Farewell to Manzanar
Author: Jeanette Wakatsuki Houston
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 1328742113

Title: To Kill a Mockingbird
Author: Harper Lee
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 0060935464
Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Analyze, Organize, Write**  
Author: Arthur Whimbey and Elizabeth Lynn Jenkins  
Publisher: Routledge  
ISBN: 978-0805800821

**Textbook Title: Analyze, Organize, Write: A Structured Program for Expository Writing**  
Author: Arthur Whimbey, Elizabeth Lynn Jenkins  
Publisher: Psychology Press (1987)  
ISBN: 0-8058-0082-4

**Textbook Title: Choose the Right Word: Second Edition**  
Author: S. I. Hayakawa  
Publisher: HarperCollins (1994-04-22)  

**Textbook Title: CoRT Thinking Program: CoRT 1- Breadth - Teacher's Book**  
Author: Edward De Bono  
Publisher: Pergamon Press (1986)  
ISBN: 978-0080344454

**Textbook Title: Critical Thinking**  
Author: Anita E. Harnadek  
Publisher: Midwest Publications (1976)  
ISBN: 978-0894550591

**Textbook Title: Critical Thinking: book one**  
Author: Anita Harnadek  
Publisher: Critical Thinking Press & Software (1998)  
ISBN: 978-0894556418

**Textbook Title: Essential Literary Terms: A Brief Norton Guide with Exercises**  
Author: Sharon Hamilton  
Publisher: W. W. Norton (2017)  
ISBN: 978-0-393-28389-1

**Textbook Title: Essential Literary Terms: A Brief Norton Guide with Exercises, Second Edition**  
Author: Sharon Hamilton  
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company  
ISBN: 978-0393283891

**Textbook Title: Grammar for High School: A Sentence-composing Approach : a Student Worktext**  
Author: Donald Killgallon, Jenny Killgallon  
Publisher: Heinemann (2007)  
ISBN: 0-325-01046-3

**Textbook Title: Holt Short Stories: Student Edition Impact 1996**  
Author: Holt Staff  
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin (1996)  
ISBN: 978-0030086236
Textbook Title: Macbeth
Author: William Shakespeare
Publisher: Oxford University Press
ISBN: 978-0198324003

Author: William Shakespeare
Publisher: OUP Oxford (2009-03-05)
ISBN: 9780198324003

Textbook Title: Paragraphs for Middle School: A Sentence-composing Approach : a Student Worktext
Author: Jenny Killgallon, Donald Killgallon
Publisher: Heinemann (2013)
ISBN: 0-325-04268-3

Textbook Title: Sentence composing for high school: a worktext on sentence variety and maturity
Author: Don Killgallon.
Publisher: Boynton/Cook Publishers (1998)
ISBN: 0-86709-428-1

Textbook Title: Writing about Literature
Author: Edgar V. Roberts
Publisher: Pearson (2012)
ISBN: 0205230318

Websites
URL: https://www.poetryfoundation.org

Videos
Video name: Macbeth
Source Type: Internet

Film Studies

Websites
Site name: Various Film Websites
URL: https://www.amazon.com/
Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/
French IV

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Thèmes: AP® French language and culture
Author: Geneviève Delfosse, Eliane Kurbegov, Parthena Draggett
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning (2016)

Websites

Site name: Le journal en français facile
URL: https://francaisfacile.rfi.fr/fr/podcasts/journal-en-francais-facile/

French I

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Easy French Reader, Premium Fourth Edition
Author: R. de Roussy de Sales
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2020)
ISBN: 978-1-260-46362-0

Textbook Title: Espaces 5e Student Edition + Supersite Plus + WebSAM
Author: James Mitchell, Cheryl Tano
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning (Aug 16, 2022)
ISBN: 978-1-54338-416-1

French II

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Easy French Reader, Premium Fourth Edition
Author: R. de Roussy de Sales
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2020-11-24)
ISBN: 978-1-260-46362-0

Textbook Title: Espaces 5e Student Edition + Supersite Plus + WebSAM
Author: James Mitchell, Cheryl Tano
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning (Aug 16, 2022)
ISBN: 978-1-54338-416-1
French III

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Espaces 3e Instructor Annotated Edition**
Author: Cherie Mitschke, James Mitchell, Cheryl Tano
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning, Incorporated (2014-03)
ISBN: 9781626800359

**Textbook Title: Espaces 4e SAM**
Author: Vista Higher Learning, Incorporated
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning, Incorporated (2018-03)
ISBN: 9781680056518

Additional Resources

Title: Les trois mousquetaires
Author: Alexandre Dumas
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 9782090318852

Honors Biology

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Biology**
Author: Neil A. Campbell, Jane B. Reece
Publisher: Pearson Benjamin Cummings (2008)
ISBN: 9780805368444

**Textbook Title: Biology: A Global Approach**
Author: Neil A. Campbell, Jane B. Reece, Lisa A.. Urry, Michael Lee Cain, Steven A. Wasserman, Peter V. Minorsky, Robert B. Jackson
Publisher: Pearson Education Limited (2014)
ISBN: 1292008652
Honors Chemistry

Textbooks

Textbook Title: ASAP Chemistry: A Quick-Review Study Guide for the AP Exam  
Author: Princeton Review  
Publisher: Random House Children's Books (2018-11-15)  
ISBN: 978-0525567677

Textbook Title: Chemistry  
Author: Paul Flowers, Klaus Hellmut Theopold, Richard Langley, William R. Robinson, Mark Blaser, Simon Gregory Bott, Donald Carpenetti, Andrew Eklund, Emad El-Giar, Donald Dieter Frantz, Paul Hooker, George Kaminski, Jennifer Look, Carol Martinez, Troy Milliken, Vicki Moravec, Jason D. Powell, Thomas Sorensen, Allison Soult  
Publisher: OpenStax, Rice University (2016)  
ISBN: 1938168399

Author: The Princeton Review  
Publisher: Random House Children's Books (2022-08-16)  
ISBN: 978-0593450703

Textbook Title: Student Lab Notebook: 100 Spiral Bound Duplicate Pages  
Author: McNeil Publishers Hayden  
ISBN: 978-1930882744

Websites

Site name: POGIL for Chemistry  
URL: https://pogil.org/curricular-materials/chemistry
**Textbooks**

**Textbook Title: 50 Essays: A Portable Anthology Fifth Edition**  
Author: Samuel Cohen, editor  
Publisher: Bedford, Freeman & Worth  
ISBN: 9781319055103

**Textbook Title: Good Poems**  
Author: Garrison Keillor, editor  
Publisher: Penguin Books  
ISBN: 9780142003442

**Textbook Title: Half in Shade: Family, Photography, and Fate**  
Author: Judith Kitchen  
Publisher: Coffee House Press  
ISBN: 9781556892964

**Textbook Title: Oceanic**  
Author: Aimee Nezhukumatathil  
Publisher: Copper Canyon Press  
ISBN: 9781556595264

**Textbook Title: On Photography**  
Author: Susan Sontag  
Publisher: Picador  
ISBN: 9780312420093

**Textbook Title: Photographic: The Life of Graciela Iturbide**  
Author: Isabel Quintero and Zeke Pena  
Publisher: Getty Publications  
ISBN: 9781947440005

**Textbook Title: The Elements of Style Fourth Edition**  
Author: William Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White  
Publisher: Pearson  
ISBN: 9780205309023

**Textbook Title: The Lost Origins of the Essay**  
Author: John D'Agata, editor  
Publisher: Graywolf Press  
ISBN: 9781555975326

**Textbook Title: World of Wonders**  
Author: Aimee Nezhukumatathil  
Publisher: Milkweed Editions  
ISBN: 9781571313652
Textbooks

Textbook Title: MLA Handbook 9th Edition
Author: The Modern Language Association of America
Publisher: Modern Language Association (MLA) (Apr 22, 2021)
ISBN: 978-1603293518

Textbook Title: Mythology
Author: Edith Hamilton.
Publisher: Little, Brown and Co. (1998)
ISBN: 978-0316341516

Textbook Title: Norton Anthology of Poetry
Author: Margaret Ferguson
ISBN: 978-0393679021

Textbook Title: The Bedford introduction to literature: reading, thinking, writing
Author: [edited by] Michael Meyer
Publisher: Bedford/St.Martins (2011)
ISBN: 978-0312601010

Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of American Literature
Author: Robert S. Levine, Sandra M. Gustafson
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jul 01, 2022)
ISBN: 978-0393884432

Textbook Title: The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism
Author: Vincent B. Leitch, William E. Cain, Laurie A. Finke, John McGowan, T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, Jeffrey J. Williams
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (Jun 11, 2018)
ISBN: 978-0393602951

Textbook Title: The Norton anthology of English literature
Author: Stephen Greenblatt, general editor, M.H. Abrams, founding editor
Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company (2018)
ISBN: 978-0393603071

Websites

Site name: Online Books Page, UPenn
URL: http://digital.library.upenn.edu/books/

Site name: American literature
URL: http://www.americanliterature.com/ARCHIVES/ARCHIVES.HTML

Site name: Classic Bookshelf
URL: http://www.classicbookshelf.com/library/

Site name: Dartmouth
URL: http://www.dartmouth.edu
Site name: Modern American Poetry
URL: http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_ffrost/frost.htm

Site name: The eText Archive
URL: http://www.etext.org/index.shtml

Site name: Edith Wharton Society
URL: http://www.gonzaga.edu/faculty/campbell/wharton/index.html

Site name: Project Gutenberg
URL: http://www.gutenberg.org

Site name: Native American Authors Project
URL: http://www.ipl.org/cgi/ref/native/browse.pl/A1

Site name: Irish Literature Texts
URL: http://wwwofireland-information.com/ishlit1iture.htm#free

Site name: American Treasures of the Library of Congress
URL: http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/

Site name: American Author, Poet & Philosopher
URL: http://www.lucidcafe.com/library/96may/emerson.html

Site name: Nobel Prize
URL: http://www.nobelprize.org/

Site name: The Vietnam in Me

Site name: The American Novel
URL: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americannovel/timeline/naturalism.html

Site name: Poetry Exhibits
URL: http://www.poets.org/poets/cfm?pmID=205

Site name: The Museum of American Poetics
URL: http://www.poetspath.com/

Site name: The Postcolonial Web
URL: http://www.postcolonialweb.org/

Site name: Read Print
URL: http://www.readprint.com/

Site name: Salon
URL: http://www.salon.com/topic/books/

Site name: Shakespeare Online
URL: http://www.shakespeare-online.com/

Site name: Tim O'Brien Writing Vietnam
URL: http://www.stg.brown.edu/projects/WritingVietnam/obrien.html

Site name: Victorian Web - http://www.victorianweb.org

Site name: An Overview of American Transcendentalism
URL: http://www.vcu.edu/engweb/transweb/definitionbickman.htm)
Site name: NPR
URL: https://www.npr.org/

Site name: PBS
URL: https://www.pbs.org/

Site name: The Royal Shakespeare Company
URL: https://www.rsc.org.uk

Site name: Scribd
URL: https://www.scribd.com/

Videos

  Video name: Macbeth
  Source Type: Internet

  Video name: Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?
  Source Type: Internet

Additional Resources

  Title: A Doll's House
  Author: Henrik Ibsen
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 0486270629

  Title: Great Expectations
  Author: Charles Dickens
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 978-0141439563
  URL: https://www.amazon.com/Expectations-Penguin-Classics-Charles-Dickens/dp/0141439564/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3OZ4123A6VJO8&keywords=great+expectations+penguin&qid=1690395432&s=books&sprefix=great+expectatio ns+penguin%2Cstripbooks%2C164&sr=1-1

  Title: Jane Eyre
  Author: Charlotte Brontë, Juliette Atkinson
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 9780198804970

  Title: Modern Classics Great Gatsby
  Author: F. Scott Fitzgerald
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 0141182636

  Title: Never Let Me Go
  Author: Kazuo Ishiguro
  Source Type: Other Resource
  ISBN: 9781400078776
Title: Othello
Author: William Shakespeare
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-1501146299

Title: The Complete Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway
Author: Ernest Hemingway
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-1417660513

Title: The Norton Anthology of English Literature
Author: M. H. Abrams, Alfred David, E. Talbot Donaldson, Stephen Greenblatt, Greenblatt, Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, George M. Logan, Katharine Eisaman Maus
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0393603125

Title: The Norton Anthology of World Literature
Author: Martin Puchner, Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Wiebke Denecke, Barbara Fuchs, Caroline Levine, Pericles Lewis, Emily Wilson
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0393265903

Title: The tragedy of Macbeth
Author: by William Shakespeare ; edited by Barbara A. Mowat and Paul Werstine
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 0743477103

Title: Their Eyes Were Watching God
Author: Zora Neale Hurston
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 9780061120060

Intermediate Art Studio 2D

Textbooks

Textbook Title: The Annotated Mona Lisa: A Crash Course in Art History from Prehistoric to Post-Modern
Author: Carol Strickland
Publisher: Andrews McMeel Publishing (October 1, 2007)

Textbook Title: The art museum
Author: [conceived by Richard Schlagman]
Publisher: Phaidon (2011)
ISBN: 9780714856520
Intermediate Drama

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Games for actors and non-actors**
Author: Augusto Boal.
Publisher: Routledge (2002)
ISBN: 0415267080

**Textbook Title: The Arden Shakespeare complete works**
Author: edited by Richard Proudfoot, Ann Thompson and David Scott Kastan
Publisher: Methuen Drama (2011)
ISBN: 978-1-4081-5201-0

**Textbook Title: Theatre for community, conflict & dialogue: the Hope is Vital training manual**
Author: Michael Rohd.
Publisher: Heinemann (1998)
ISBN: 0325000026

Intermediate P. E. & Sports

Websites

Site name: PE Central
URL: [https://pecentral.org](https://pecentral.org)

Site name: PHYSEDGAMES
URL: [https://physedgames.com/](https://physedgames.com/)

Site name: Phys Ed Games
URL: [https://www.pecentral.org/](https://www.pecentral.org/)

Intermediate Photography

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: A History of Photography: From 1839 to the Present**
Author: William Johnson, Mark Rice, Carla Williams, Therese Mulligan, David Wooters
Publisher: Taschen (2012)
ISBN: 3836540991
Intermediate Strings

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: All for Strings Book 3, Violin**
Author: Robert S. Frost, Gerald Anderson
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1990-11)
ISBN: 0849733049

**Textbook Title: All for Strings, Book 3 Viola**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1990-11)
ISBN: 0849733057

**Textbook Title: All for Strings, Book 3, Bass**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1990-11)
ISBN: 0849733073

**Textbook Title: All for Strings: Bk. 3: Cello**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1990-11)
ISBN: 0849733065

Intro to Band

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: All for Strings Book 2: Cello**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1986-12)
ISBN: 0849732379

**Textbook Title: All for Strings Book 2: Comprehensive String Method: String Bass**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost, Gerald Anderson
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1987-02-03)
ISBN: 0849732387

**Textbook Title: All for Strings: Comprehensive String Method : Viola**
Author: Gerald E. Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1987-02)
ISBN: 0849732360

**Textbook Title: All for Strings: Comprehensive String Method. Book 2, Violin**
Author: Gerald Anderson, Robert S. Frost
Publisher: Neil A. Kjos Music Company (1986)
ISBN: 0849732352
Intro to Drama

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Games for actors and non-actors**  
Author: Augusto Boal  
Publisher: Routledge (2002)  
ISBN: 0415267080

**Textbook Title: The Arden Shakespeare complete works**  
Author: edited by Richard Proudfoot, Ann Thompson and David Scott Kastan  
Publisher: Methuen Drama (2011)  
ISBN: 978-1-4081-5201-0

**Textbook Title: Theatre for community, conflict & dialogue: the Hope is Vital training manual**  
Author: Michael Rohd.  
Publisher: Heinemann (1998)  
ISBN: 0325000026

Intro to P. E. & Sports

Websites

- Site name: PHYSEDGAMES  
  URL: [https://physedgames.com/](https://physedgames.com/)

- Site name: Phys Ed Games  
  URL: [https://www.pecentral.org](https://www.pecentral.org)

- Site name: PE Central  
  URL: [https://www.pecentral.org](https://www.pecentral.org)

Intro to Photography

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: A History of Photography: From 1839 to the Present**  
Author: William Johnson, Mark Rice, Carla Williams, Therese Mulligan, David Wooters  
Publisher: Taschen (2012)  
ISBN: 3836540991
Intro to Public Speaking

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Companion Guide for Speech & Debate Coaches
Author: Molly K. Beck, Shawn F. Briscoe, Amy J. Johnson
Publisher: My Debate Resources (2017-08)
ISBN: 978-0997868425

Textbook Title: Great Speeches of the 20th Century
Author: Bob Blaisdell
Publisher: Courier Corporation (2011-02-17)
ISBN: 978-0486474670

Textbook Title: How to Deliver a TED Talk: Secrets of the World's Most Inspiring Presentations, Revised and Expanded New Edition, with a Foreword by Richard St. John and an Afterword by Simon Sinek
Author: Jeremey Donovan
Publisher: McGraw Hill Professional (2013-10-21)
ISBN: 978-0071831598

Textbook Title: No Caption Needed: Iconic Photographs, Public Culture, and Liberal Democracy
Author: Robert Hariman, John Louis Lucaites
Publisher: University of Chicago Press (2011-05-30)
ISBN: 978-0226316123

Textbook Title: One Hundred Great Essays
Author: Robert DiYanni
Publisher: Pearson Longman (2007-02-28)
ISBN: 978-0205535552

Textbook Title: Speech Class for Teens: 28 Speech Class Lessons Plus Handouts and Forms
Author: Diane Windingland
Publisher: Small Talk Big Results (2012-07-27)
ISBN: 978-1478309130

Author: Jonathan A. Wolfson
Publisher: LightningBolt Press (2013)
ISBN: 978-0974639826

Websites

Site name: Champions Brief Institute
URL: https://championbriefs.com/

Site name: National Speech & Debate Association
URL: https://www.speechanddebate.org/

Videos

Video name: Candy Jar (Film)
Source Type: Other
URL: https://www.netflix.com/title/80164864
Intro to Studio Art

Textbooks

Textbook Title: 100 Creative Drawing Ideas
Author: Anna Held Audette
Publisher: Shambhala (2004)
ISBN: 1590301056

Textbook Title: Design Principles and Problems
Author: Paul Zelanski, Mary Pat Fisher
Publisher: Harcourt Brace College Publishers (1996)
ISBN: 0155016156

Textbook Title: Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain: The Definitive, 4th Edition
Author: Betty Edwards
Publisher: Penguin (2012-04-26)
ISBN: 1585429201

Websites

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/

Site name: PBS Art21
URL: https://www.pbs.org/show/art-21/
Introduction to Business

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Introduction to Business**
- Author: Lawrence J. Gitman, Carl McDaniel (Jr.), Amit J. Shah, Monique Reece, Linda Koffel, Bethann Talsma, James C. Hyatt
- Publisher: OpenStax, Rice University (2018)

**Textbook Title: Who Owns the Ice House?: Eight Life Lessons from an Unlikely Entrepreneur**
- Author: Gary G. Schoeniger, Clifton L. Taulbert
- Publisher: ELI Press (2010-11)
- ISBN: 978-0971305939

Websites

- Site name: Economics for Business
  - URL: [https://mises.org/library/economics-business](https://mises.org/library/economics-business)

- Site name: Take Charge Today
  - URL: [https://takechargetoday.arizona.edu](https://takechargetoday.arizona.edu)

- Site name: Next Gen Personal Finance
  - URL: [https://www.ngpf.org/](https://www.ngpf.org/)

- Site name: Young Investors Society
  - URL: [https://yis.org/](https://yis.org/)

Videos

- Video name: Call of the Entrepreneur
- Source Type: Internet

Latin 6

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Oxford Latin Course Part 1**
- Author: Balme, Maurice and James Morwood
- Publisher: Oxford University Press
- ISBN: 978-0195215502

**Textbook Title: Wheelock's Latin 7th Edition**
- Author: Richard A. LaFleur
- Publisher: Harper Collins (2011-06-07)
- ISBN: 0061997226
Websites

Site name: The Speech Accent Archive
URL: http://accent.gmu.edu/browse_language.php?function=find&language=English

Site name: Academic Kids Encyclopedia: Linguistics
URL: https://academickids.com/encyclopedia/index.php/Linguistic

Site name: Glottolog
URL: https://glottolog.org/glottolog/glottologinformation

Site name: IPA Full Keyboard
URL: https://ipa.typeit.com/full

Site name: Old English Online
URL: https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/eieol/engol/10

Site name: Open Language Archive Community
URL: https://olac.ldc.upenn.edu

Site name: Speech Production and Articulation Knowledge Group
URL: https://sail.usc.edu/span/rtmri_ipa/

Site name: The World Atlas of Language Structures Online
URL: https://wals.info/

Site name: Insider: 27 fascinating maps that show how Americans speak English differently across the US

Site name: Ethnologue
URL: https://www.ethnologue.com

Site name: IPA Chart
URL: https://www.ipachart.com/

Site name: Linguistic Society of America
URL: https://www.linguisticsociety.org/

Site name: Yale Grammatical Diversity Project
URL: https://ygdp.yale.edu/phenomena-by-category

Videos

Video name: "Classic" Priming Studies (Learn Social Psychology Fundamentals)
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TANJYf7Shgo

Video name: 'Click' and save: Professor strives to preserve language
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oF_hAbO3LLk

Video name: Attenborough: The Life of Mammals
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-bxPLFt1vl
Video name: Bilingual and monolingual baby brains differ in response to language
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7Gn_ImK4_Y

Video name: Catching Cots
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaYZljTlCUo

Video name: Caught and Cot Unmerged
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RB3NHCJDq7M

Video name: Crash Course Linguistics
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8dPuuaLjXtP5mp25nStsuDzk2blncJDW

Video name: Discover Audiology
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuhcK67MyKc

Video name: Misconceptions about Linguistics
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TktPNS1xxTc

Video name: Priming Experiment
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRTFPPBZGnI

Video name: Reading of the Lord's Prayer in Modern, Middle, and Old English
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gy82IniAUA

Video name: Research Methods: Experimental Design
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTlN2z86bRQ

Video name: TED Ed
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@TEDEd

Video name: Talk to the Animals
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8ZG8Dpc8mM

Video name: The Ling Space
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@thelingspace

Video name: The Secret Life of Scientists and Engineers: Jean Burko Gleason and Wugs
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElabA5Y ICsA
Video name: The Whales that 'Talk' with Accents
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wj79H9YaX7s

Additional Resources

Title: SPORK Linguistics II
Source Type: Software/Application

Mandarin I

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Chinese Made Easy 3rd Ed (Simplified) Textbook 1 (English and Chinese Edition)
Author: Yamin Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing(H.k).Co.,Ltd
ISBN: 978-9620434587

Mandarin II

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Learn Chinese with Me (Book Two): Student's Book 2 + 2 CDs by People's Education Press
ISBN: 978-7-107-17422-3
Author: Cheng Fu
Publisher: People's Education Press; 58836th edition (January 31, 2004)
ISBN: 978-7107174223

Mandarin III

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Chinese Made Easy 3rd Ed (Simplified) Textbook 3 (English and Chinese Edition)
Author: Yamin Ma
Publisher: Joint Publishing(H.K.) Co.,Ltd
ISBN: 978-9620434600

Mandarin IV

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Integrated Chinese
Author: Yuehua Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui
ISBN: 978-0887276804
Music 5

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: Gameplan: An Active Music Curriculum for Children**
Author: Jeff Kriske
Publisher: Kid Sounds (2005)
ISBN: 0-9767650-4-7

**Textbook Title: Silver Burdett Making Music: Teacher's Edition**
Author: Jane Beethoven, Susan Brumfield, Patricia Shehan Campbell
Publisher: Scott Foresman (2002)

Websites

URL: [https://www.classicsforkids.com/](https://www.classicsforkids.com/)
URL: [https://www.musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/](https://www.musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/)
URL: [https://www.musictheory.net/](https://www.musictheory.net/)

PE & Sports 5

Websites

Site name: Phys Ed Games
URL: [https://phsedsgames.com/](https://phsedsgames.com/)

Site name: PE Central
URL: [https://www.pecentral.org/](https://www.pecentral.org/)

PE & Sports 6

Websites

Site name: Phys Ed Games
URL: [https://phsedsgames.com/](https://phsedsgames.com/)

Site name: PE Central
URL: [https://www.pecentral.org/](https://www.pecentral.org/)
Physical Geography

Websites

Site name: PBS Learning Media
URL: https://az.pbslearningmedia.org/

Site name: Ted Ed
URL: https://ed.ted.com

Site name: TedEd
URL: https://ed.ted.com/

Site name: Nat Geo Kids
URL: https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/

Site name: Nat Geo
URL: https://nationalgeographic.com/

Site name: Crash Course
URL: https://thecrashcourse.com/

Site name: History.com
URL: https://www.history.com

Site name: History.com
URL: https://www.history.com/

Site name: Seterra Geography Games
URL: https://www.seterra.com/

Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/

Site name: Youtube
URL: https://www.youtube.com

Site name: YouTube
URL: https://youtube.com
Physics 6

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Conceptual Physics Vol. III  
Author: Paul G. Hewitt  
Publisher: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives (2017-01-01)  
ISBN: 9780321568090

Textbook Title: Holt Science and Technology 2002: Forces and Energy  
Author: HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON  
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin (2002)  
ISBN: 9780030648021

Textbook Title: Holt Science and Technology 2002: Sound and Light  
Author: HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON  
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin (2002)  
ISBN: 9780030648076

Textbook Title: Holt Science and Technology: Short Courses  
Author: Holt, Rinehart and Winston  
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart and Winston (2007)  
ISBN: 9780030501227

Physics 7

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Physics  
Author: Paul Peter Urone, Roger Hinrichs  
Publisher: OpenStax College, Rice University  

Physics 8

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Physics  
Author: Paul Peter Urone, Roger Hinrichs  
Publisher: OpenStax College, Rice University  

Textbook Title: Physics  
Author: Paul Peter Urone  
Publisher: XanEdu Publishing Inc (26 March 2020)  
Textbooks

Textbook Title: Essentials of anatomy & physiology
Author: Frederic H. Martini, Edwin F. Bartholomew; with William C. Ober, art coordinator and illustrator; Claire W. Garrison, illustrator; Kathleen Welch, clinical consultant; Ralph T. Hutchings biomedical photographer
Publisher: Pearson/Benjamin Cummings (2007)
Post-AP: History of Math

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: A History of Mathematics**
Author: Carl B. Boyer, Uta C. Merzbach
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (2011-01-11)
ISBN: 0470525487

**Textbook Title: History of Mathematics**
Author: Victor Katz
Publisher: Pearson India
ISBN: 9353433002

**Textbook Title: Journey through Genius: The Great Theorems of Mathematics**
Author: William Dunham
Publisher: Penguin (1991-08-01)
ISBN: 9780140147391

**Textbook Title: The History of Mathematics: An Introduction**
Author: David Burton
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2010-02-09)
ISBN: 0073383155

**Textbook Title: Zero: The Biography of a Dangerous Idea**
Author: Charles Seife
Publisher: Penguin (2000-09-01)
ISBN: 978-0140296471

Websites

URL: [http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk](http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk)

URL: [http://www.math.tamu.edu/~dallen/masters/hist_frame.htm](http://www.math.tamu.edu/~dallen/masters/hist_frame.htm)

URL: [http://www.phys.org](http://www.phys.org)

URL: [http://www.storyofmathematics.com/](http://www.storyofmathematics.com/)

Additional Resources

Title: Asian Contributions to Mathematics
Author: Ramesh Gangolli
Source Type: Other Resource
Pre-Algebra

Websites

Site name: YouTube
URL: http://www.youtube.com

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/

Site name: Khan Academy
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math

Site name: KA: Unit 2: Arithmetic with rational numbers
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations

Site name: KA: Unit 11: Data and statistics
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-data-statistics

Site name: KA: Unit 7: Equations & inequalities
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-equations-and-inequalities

Site name: KA: Unit 6: Variables & expressions
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-expressions-and-variables

Site name: KA: Unit 10: 3D figures
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-geometry-topic

Site name: KA: Unit 5: Negative numbers
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-negative-number-topic

Site name: KA: Unit 1: Ratios
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/cc-6th-ratios-prop-topic

Site name: KA: Unit 4
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/x0267d782:cc-6th-exponents-and-order-of-operations

Site name: KA: Unit 8: Plane figures
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/x0267d782:cc-6th-plane-figures

Site name: KA: Unit 3: Rates and percentages
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/x0267d782:cc-6th-rates-and-percentages

Site name: KA: Unit 9: Coordinate plane
URL: https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-grade-math/x0267d782:coordinate-plane

Site name: Teachers Pay Teachers
URL: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/

Additional Resources

Title: Pre Algebra
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application
Precalculus AB

Additional Resources

Title: SPORK Pre-Calc AB
Author: SPORK LLC
Source Type: Software/Application

Title: SPORK Precalculus AB
Author: SPORK, LLC
Source Type: Software/Application

Rock Band & Songwriting

Websites

Site name: Songwriting Digital Handbook
URL: https://air-original.imgix.net/1ab2c2ea-89ac-4a3d-9e58-0f019abf4018.pdf?ixlib=react-9.5.4

Site name: Learning Ableton
URL: https://learningmusic.ableton.com/

Site name: SoundTrap
URL: https://www.soundtrap.com/

Science 5

Websites

Site name: explore learning simulations
URL: https://apps.explorelearning.com/gizmos/

Site name: Ted ed
URL: https://ed.ted.com/

Site name: generation genius videos
URL: https://www.generationgenius.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIprLtprLE0YyzgAMViM7CBB2A8QaxEAAYASAAEgKDRPD_BwE
Spanish I

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Descubre 1
Author: Jose Blanco
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 9781543331202

Additional Resources

Title: Descubre 2017 L1 Cuaderno de Practica
Author: Vista Higher Learning Staff
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-1680044898

Spanish II

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Descubre 2017 Level 3 Student Edition
Author: Vista Higher Learning
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning, Incorporated (2015-11-11)
ISBN: 9781680043235

Additional Resources

Title: Descubre 2017 L3 Cuaderno de Practica
Author: Vista Higher Learning Staff
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-1680046878

Spanish III

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Imagina Espanol sin barreras Students activities Manual.
Author: Vista Higher Learning
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 978-1-62680-086-1

Textbook Title: Imagina
Author: Jose Blanco/ Cecilia Tocaimaza-Hatch
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 978-1618578839
Spanish IV

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Temas
Author: Jose Blanco
Publisher: Vista Higher Learning
ISBN: 978-1-61857-222-6

Studio Art: Printmaking

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Gardner's Art through the Ages: The Western Perspective, Volume II
Author: Fred S. Kleiner
Publisher: Cengage Learning (2013-01-01)
ISBN: 9781133954804

Author: Ann d'Arcy Hughes, Hebe Vernon-Morris
Publisher: Chronicle Books LLC (2023)
ISBN: 1797221604

US History

Textbooks

Textbook Title: United States History & Geography
Author: Appleby, Joyce, Alan Brinkley, Albert Broussard, James McPherson, and Donald Ritchie
Publisher: McGraw-Hill
ISBN: 9780076608652

Textbook Title: United States History and Geography, Student Edition
Author: McGraw Hill
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2013-01-16)
ISBN: 9780076608652
Textbooks

**Textbook Title: A History of US: Making Thirteen Colonies**
Author: Joy Hakim
Publisher: Oxford University Press
ISBN: 0195327160

**Textbook Title: A History of US: Making Thirteen Colonies: 1600-1740 a History of US Book Two**
Author: Joy Hakim
Publisher: Oxford University Press (2007-02)
ISBN: 0195327160

**Textbook Title: A History of US: The First Americans**
Author: Joy Hakim
Publisher: Oxford University Press
ISBN: 0195327152

**Textbook Title: Mayan, Incan and Aztec Civilizations, Grades 5 - 8+**
Author: Michael Kramme
Publisher: Mark Twain Media, Incorporated Publishers (1996-03)
ISBN: 1580370519

**Textbook Title: The First Americans**
Author: Joy Hakim
Publisher: Oxford University Press (2005)
ISBN: 0195327152

Websites

Site name: PBS Learning Media
URL: [https://az.pbslearningmedia.org/](https://az.pbslearningmedia.org/)

Site name: TedEd
URL: [https://ed.ted.com](https://ed.ted.com)

Site name: Nat Geo Kids
URL: [https://kids.nationalgeographic.com](https://kids.nationalgeographic.com)

Site name: National Geographic Kids
URL: [https://kids.nationalgeographic.com](https://kids.nationalgeographic.com)

Site name: Nat Geo
URL: [https://nationalgeographic.com](https://nationalgeographic.com)

Site name: Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History
URL: [https://www.gilderlehrman.org/](https://www.gilderlehrman.org/)

Site name: History.com
URL: [https://www.history.com](https://www.history.com)
Additional Resources

Title: Mayan, Incan, and Aztec Civilizations
Author: Michael Kramme
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 1580370519

Visual Arts 5

Textbooks

**Textbook Title: 100 Creative Drawing Ideas**
Author: Anna Held Audette
Publisher: Shambhala (2004)
ISBN: 1590301056

**Textbook Title: Design Principles and Problems**
Author: Paul Zelanski, Mary Pat Fisher
Publisher: Harcourt Brace College Publishers (1996)
ISBN: 0155016156

**Textbook Title: Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain: A Course in Enhancing Creativity and Artistic Confidence**
Author: Betty Edwards
Publisher: J. P. Tarcher (1979)
Textbooks

Textbook Title: World History & Geography
Author: Jackson J. Spielvogel
Publisher: McGraw-Hill
ISBN: 9780078933141
Textbooks

Textbook Title: Advanced Placement World History: Modern
Author: Editors
Publisher: AMSCO PUBN (2019-09)
ISBN: 978-1531129163

Textbook Title: Advanced Placement World History: Modern
Author: Editors
Publisher: AMSCO PUBN (2019-09)
ISBN: 978-1-5311-2916-3

Textbook Title: Crimes against humanity and civilization: the genocide of the Armenians.
Author: Facing History and Ourselves National Foundation
ISBN: 0975412507

Textbook Title: Critical Thinking Using Primary Sources in World History
Author: Wendy S. Wilson, Gerald Herman
Publisher: Walch Publishing (2004)
ISBN: 978-0-8251-5009-8

Textbook Title: Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies
Author: Jared M. Diamond
Publisher: W.W. Norton & Company (1999)
ISBN: 978-0393317558

Textbook Title: Historical Thinking Skills: A Workbook for World History
Author: John P. Irish
ISBN: 978-0-393-60247-0

Textbook Title: Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind
Author: Yuval Noah Harari
Publisher: HarperCollins (2015-02-10)
ISBN: 978-0062316097

Textbook Title: Sources for Europe in the Modern World
Author: Jonathan S. Perry
Publisher: Oxford University Press (2016-12-16)

Textbook Title: Sources for Western Society, Since 1300
Author: John P. McKay, Clare Haru Crowston, Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, Joe Perry
Publisher: Bedford/St. Martin's (2013-09-20)
ISBN: 978-1-4576-1521-4

Textbook Title: The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492, 30th Anniversary Edition
Author: Alfred W. Crosby
Textbook Title: The Mental Floss History of the World: An Irreverent Romp Through Civilization's Best Bits
Author: Erik Sass, Steve Wiegand, Editors of Mental Floss
Publisher: HarperCollins (2009-10-27)
ISBN: 978-0061842672

Textbook Title: The World Must Know: The History of the Holocaust as Told in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Author: Michael Berenbaum
Publisher: The Johns Hopkins University Press (December 9, 2005)
ISBN: 978-0801883583

Textbook Title: Western Civilization Vol. 2: Sources, Images, and Interpretations since 1660
Author: Dennis Sherman
ISBN: 978-0-07-738240-7

Textbook Title: World History and Geography, Student Edition
Author: McGraw Hill
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2013-01-16)
ISBN: 9780076648689

Textbook Title: World History and Geography, Student Edition
Author: Spielvogel
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Education (2011-06-09)
ISBN: 978-0-07-893314-1

Textbook Title: World History in Documents: A Comparative Reader, 2nd Edition
Author: Peter N. Steams
Publisher: NYU Press (2008-04-15)
ISBN: 978-0814740484

Textbook Title: Worlds of History: Prehistory and the origins of patriarchy: gathering, agricultural, and urban societies, 40,000-1000 B.C.E: A Comparative Reader
Author: Kevin Reilly
Publisher: Bedford/St. Martin's (2020)
ISBN: 978-1319221430

Websites

Site name: Fordham Historical Library
URL: http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/modsbook.html

Site name: Fordham University: Internet Modern History Sourcebook
URL: https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/mod/modsbook.asp
Video name: Timeline - World History Documentaries
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@TimelineChannel

Video name: British Pathe: Historical Footage
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@britishpathe

Video name: British Pathé: Historical Footage
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@britishpathe

Video name: Crash Course European History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@crashcourse

Video name: Crash Course World History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@crashcourse

Video name: Extra History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@extrahistory

Video name: History Channel
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@HISTORY

Video name: Mankind: The Story of All of Us
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://youtu.be/6P7MPpOJcEI

Video name: Mankind: The Story of Us All
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://youtu.be/6P7MPpOJcEI

Video name: School of Life
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@theschooloflifetv

Video name: Scramble for Africa: States of Independence
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://youtu.be/CgzSnZidGuU

Video name: Simple History
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@simplehistory

Video name: States of Independence- the scramble for Africa
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://youtu.be/CgzSnZidGuU
Video name: TedEd
Source Type: Internet
URL: https://www.youtube.com/@teded

Additional Resources

Title: Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies
Author: Jared M. Diamond
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0393317558

Title: Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind
Author: Yuval Noah Harari
Source Type: Other Resource
ISBN: 978-0062316097

Writing Mastery

Textbooks

Textbook Title: Sentence Composing for Elementary School
Author: Don and Jenny Killgallon
Publisher: Heinemann
ISBN: 0-325-00223-1